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The law against the diversion of rain water by artificial means was, doubtless, of 
very ancient origin, perhaps as old as the Twelve Tables. The remedy was made by the 
actio aquae pluviae arcendae , translated in English by Allan Watson as “action to 
ward off the water”, for removal of the obstruction, or caution, for possible damage. 
The words have been thus restored, - Si aqua pluvial manu nocet arecendae aquae 
arbitros tres addicito noxaeque domino cavetor. Actio aquae pluviae arcendae, which 
is the origin of the law of draining of modern law, is a part of extraodinary importance 
in water law of Roman law. The principle involve in the actio aquae pluviae 
arcendae , consisted in a remedy for an unnatural diversion of water, or obstruction of 
flowing water, by means of some work erected on land, whereby a contiguous open 
space is, or may be damaged. Due to the absence of the morden legal neighborhood, 
the relevant regulations are derived from these sorts of actio, cautio and interdictum. 
This article is a historical analysis of the development of actio aquae pluviae 
arcendae and spirit that it contained.  
The first chapter is an introduction of actio aquae pluviae arcendae in ancient 
and classic Roman law, which adopts the form of esegesi, a specialized method in 
Roman law research which is a critical explanation or analysis, especially of a text, 
which follows certain rules, using linguistic, historical, logical and other methods. 
Through which the article reveals the outline of the action, and analyizes the influence 
of the nature-artificial dichotomy. The second chapter is a research on actio aquae 
pluviae arcendae in time of Justinian. The emphases of these part are the reformations 
proceeded by Justinian, which were several legislations while recomposed the 
digesita , which is now called interpolazioni. Based on which the article points out the 
differences between the sprits in the reformantions and those in ancient time. The 
third chapter is a research on the law of draining in civil codes in mordent times. With 
the reviews of the civil codes of the Latin law family and those of the German law 
family, the article describes the modern conformation of actio aquae pluviae arcendae. 
In the conclusion, the article illuminates the influences of the spirits of the system to 














system of the law.  
The significance of this research are as followed: first, the article demonstrates 
the historical process of the evolvement of actio aquae pluviae arcendae; second, 
through the analysis of the influences of the guide lines to actio aquae pluviae 
arcendae in diferent time, the article shows the influneces of social idealogy to the 
system of law; the third significance is of methodology, this article introduces esegesi 
as a method of research, which might improve the popularization of normative 
approach to the fonti of Roman law. 
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前   言  
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第一章  D.39,3,1,15 之文本分析—— 
早期及古典法时期罗马法的排放雨水之诉 
 




D.39,3,1,15~16 Ulpianus Libro quinquagensimo tertio ad edictum. 
In summa puto ita demum aquae pluuiae acendae locum actionem habere, si aqua 
pluvvia uel queae plvvia crescit noceat non naturaliter, sed opere facto, nisi si agri 
colendi causa id factum sit: Imbre autem crescere eam aquam, quae colorem mutat uel 
increscit. 
中文译文： 












                                                        
① 本文中《学说汇纂》片断若未注明，均系译自 MOMMSEN , THEODOR & KRUEGER, PAUL, ed. The 
Digest of Justinian [M], translated by WATSON , ALAN, Philadaelphia, Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania 
Press,1985. 
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